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YES MINISTER! (OR PUBLIC SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES)

When all we☁ve heard this year is bad news, it's refreshing to be able

to report on one sector of the UK software and services industry that

is doing very well, thank you! Having just completed our report 'The

UKPublic Sector;Opportunities forlTServices' we can confidently

say that there is an opportunity out there thatyou miss at your peril.

Firstly the facts. In 2001 the public sector ITm

market in the UK will grow at two anda half times the rate of

the services market in the commercial sector. From 2000 through to 2004 the

AVERAGE annual growth rate will be more than a third higher than that of the

commercial sector - 11.7% compared with 8.6% - and 50% higher than the overall

software and IT services market growth rate. By 2004we predict that the overall

public sector software and IT services marketwill be larger than the banking/ nance

sector, which was a driving force in IT services through most of the 19905.

This growth is not unrelated to the fact that a substantial part of the market is in huge

outsourcing deals with central government. Omsourcing is driving the overall software

and IT services market. As the Holway Comment in SYSTEM HOUSE last month

pointed out, if it wasn☁t for outsourcing we forecast that the UK S/ITS market would have

contracted by 1% in 2001.

It's no surprise. then. that by far the largest player in the market. with a daunting 25%

share. is the outsourcing gorilla EDS. Capita and lCL are the other leading contenders ♥

these are the companies that have the critical mass to take on the large deals.

These companies are also being joined by competitors outside the IT sector. Le. the

business process outsourcing (BPO) providers that supply IT as part or the general service

offering

But it isn't just about outsourcing. SchlumberSema and Syntegra are both in the top ten

I'I' service providers to the public sector and there are a host of smaller players providing

services to the market, many of whom. such as Torsx. primarilysupply the software solutions.

Part of the reason for the many players in the sector is that it's not just one market. We

analysed six market sub-sectors; central government,

local government. health, education, criminaljustice and

defence.

 

particular is expected to average growth

not far short of 30% a year through to

2004!

It☂s not surprising that specialists in

these markets, e.g. Torex in health and

RM in education, are doing very well

thanks!

Of course. there's no such thing as a

free lunch. This is a market that also has

its drawbacks. It's a dif cult business

getting to grips with the system. The tender

process can be complex and expensive.

Frankly. it often seems to work against the

best interests of both the public sector

contractor and the IT services supplier.

EU rules dictate that contracts go

out for tender even if an incumbent has

been successfully in place for ten years.

Given the tendering costs for large

projects. this is tantamount to banging

your head against the wall whilst throwing

money down the drain.

Add to that the fact that the

government is looking to policies like PFI

(Private Finance Initiatives) to help fund

projects by getting private companies to

take on some of the risk.

So if you decide to go into the public

The Puhllc Sector rr Services Market! 20004004

 

Byfar the largest is central government, accounting mm

for 46% of revenue - mostly down to those massive
Defence

mm]was

 

(usually outsourcing) deals. At the other end 0☁ the ☜0"☝

scale are the education and health sectors,

accounting for just 9% and 7% of the public sector mom

services market respectiver

But that☁s not the whole story. The market in total mom

will average an annual growth of 1 1 .7% between 2000

and 2004, but this varies wider The slowest growing moon
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sector will be defence - an average growth rate of

4.3%. The two fastest growing markets are health mom

and education -♥ NHS IT sen/ices expenditure in
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[continued from page one]

sector market there are risks at every comer; risks that not all companies are willing to

take. Even IBM has been reluctant to go down the public sector route in recent years,

when business has been easier (and relatively risk-free)in the commercial world. lBM☂s

attitude has changed now. though, because there are also signi cant rewards,

The public sector market has been in the news quite a lot in the last year ortwo (both

good and bad news ♥e.g. Hackney - another drawback). But on the positive side,

there have been a number of signi cant initiatives that have boosted, and continue to

boost, IT services expenditure

One of the most talked about is the promiseto get all government business online by

2005. You may not believe it can be achieved (few in the industry do ♥ even the e♥envoy

seems to be backing away from the commitment) but it is on the govemment agenda.

In the health sector there are very speci c plans to do with having electronic personal

medical records for patients by 2004 and all GP practices connected to the NHSnet by

2002. In education there are plans for all schools and libraries to be online, thraining

teachers, etc, as part of the National Grid for Learning.
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those looking to acquire new business

opportunities or to invest in the sector

In the past couple of years there

has been an increase in the number of
acquisitions involving public sector 1T
sen/ices companies as the market has
started to catch on. But these ☁boring☁
companies have been, and continue
to be, undervalued, although the gap

between them and the rest of the SI

ITS industry is now narrowing as

investors start to realise their attractions.

in this uncertain economic climate

this is a market you ignore at your peril.

Those already in the market continue
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The point is that these are all highly

visible ♥ and hence hard to drop -

government commitments that require

lT services expenditure. And what

makes the market so attractive is that

government expenditure continues even

when the commercial sector is suffering

- as it is now.

Companies in the market have also

benefited from a more robust share price

performance than their counterparts in

the private sector. The graph doesn☂t

look good for anyone ~ by and Oct. 01 ,

the share prices of the 23 quoted public

sector lT services companies was, on

average, 45% lower than on 1☜Jan. 00.

But for the software and ii services

market as a wholethe fall was a lot more

dramatic 72%, so the public sector

players did signi cantly better- and the

greater the public sector business the

better they did.

The opportunities in public sector il'

services has not gone unnoticed by

to grow and gain strength, 'all the better

to eatyou when the downturn ends'!

If you want a slice of the action

through acquisition, then bargains can

still be picked up (but pr1ce are already

on the way up). if you're looking to

grow organically into the sector, it☁s not

torthe iainthearted ♥ you need to take
risks and network like you've never
networked before. lfyou onty hear about
a tender when its published then the

chances are you're too late.
But this is the bw opponunnyrhere

is in the current climate♥ canyou legally
affordnot to be them?

For further details of the Ovum
Holway report ☁ re UKPublic 39cm☝
Opportunities for IT Servic i
contact:

Pete Faster (01252 740910 -
WWW.

Georgina O'Toole (01252 740911 ♥
War

Judith Jordan (01252 740909 ♥
WWW-Tuwdmawpvseem
orderan onpagnzo.



 

WHOLWAY ☜COMMENT☝l
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START OF A NEW ERA

Several years ago we subtitled our reports, articles

and presentations describing 1998 as "The End of an

Era". Since the last slowdown/recession of 1991/92,

our industry had had six years of ever increasing growth

rates culminating in an exceptional 25% growth in 1998

when all the ☁planets lined up☁. A year in which CGEY's

CEO Geoff Unwin famously said "Making pro ts in 1998

was like shooting fish in a barrel".

At the time, calling an "end to an era" was pretty brave.

Indeed many thought it downright foolish as was

evidenced by the internet/stock exchange frenzy of 1999

and early 2000.

So here we are nearing the end of 2001 with everyone

bearish (it☂s just the
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☁pluralist☂ careers. Amongst the

SMEs, the same effect applies. »

The peak of MBA activity was

reached in 1998/99 as founder

shareholders took full advantage of the in ated valuations

to secure their lifetimes endeavours. Many missed the

boat (largely because they were too greedy and expected

even higher valuations. . .) but would now/are now settling

for more modest fortunes as their own ☁pluralist' career

segments approach.

TIME FOR NEW MANAGEMENT TO TAKE THE

HELM

Our thinking on this was spurred on by Andrew Given's

(FD of Logica) comments in the FT this month when he

 

was re orted ea in
degree of . ☜It ' t l t9bearishness which The Four Management Eras of the UK S/ITS Sector srnce 1960 ☂3 ☂mpor 3☝ 0seems to be EH1 Era: Er☜ Er☜ refresh I the

deba☁ed) and The UK sms The SIITS market developers The new The next orgamsatlo☂i and
founding : .cuthme-h breed of generation? ☁ v

Holway calls the famars human-man 5111☁s mum-hum bung new people In'

"Startofa NewEra"I 25% flint☜ mix" WE also need toW I b Term☜. MW☜ mm... keep the averageeve eenaccus 20% he um. new...] ☁ I H mm. age of the
of losing It so :3:;:., organisation at a
many times that we ☁ 5% constant level".
fully expect the Its The inference
time he finally 10% beingthatitwasthose
w e n t attheolderend ofthe
treatment....again. 5% age spectrum that

Wecan and have would be asked to
put forward many 0% ☁ste aside'toensure
reasons for the last mos mos mos mos pGmwlh rates of UK SIITS Sectnr♥ mostly bcmal but early stages ☁best guessesl'

great ☁era'. You have

heard them all

before. But here☂s one that you probably haven't heard

before.

PERHAPS PEOPLE MAKE "ERAS" AS WELL AS

TECHNOLOGY...

The UK S/ITS industry was born in the early 1960s. It

was created by people like Philip Swinstead (Systems

Designers ♥ now EDS) , Philip Hughes (Logica), Colin

Southgate (Software Sciences now IBM Global Services).

John Hoskyns (Hoskyns now CGEY), Barney Gibbens

(CAP now Sema). Steve Shirley (Fl Group/Xansa) et al.

To a man (and woman) by 1992 they had moved on to

new ☁pluralist☂ roles handing over the reins to a new set of

managers who were then in their 40s.

The managers of the last era have now reached their

50s and are themselves looking towards to their own

that new younger

blood could ensure

that ☜constant age".

Now we got into REAL trouble when in mid 2000 we made

thejibe ☁you cannot tum a 50~yearold COBOLprogrammer

into a web designersii'npA/byremoving his tie". We therefore

worry for the contents of Andrew's mail bag.

But, of course, the point he makes is serious.

In 1999, at the height of the dot.com boom, it really

was the young that were assumed to have secured the

future. We have to say this ☜arrogance of youth' also

assumed that experience counted for nought and that a

useful contribution to our industry it you were past 30 (let

alone 40!) was quite impossible.

Whether you are now post 50 or, indeed. sub 30,

most would agree that the next era will be in the hands of

those currently aged between 35 and 45.

☜THE BORINGWILL INHERIT THE EARTH☝

[continued en page lou]
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[continued from page three]

That☂s actually the sub title to our seventh (and last!)

Regent Conference presentation on Jan. 29th 02. The

last few years has taught everyone that matters that if

☜exciting☝ means losing your job, your company, your

house then "Give me Boring everytime☝. Indeed, as we

have again said time»after♥time, "Boring" companies,

doing the very "Boring" things that people will always

want to buy whatever the stage of the economic cycle,

are the place to be. You have to look no further than our

pt article on the growth in the public sector S/ITS market

to realise that. So the new managers ♥ like David Andrews

at Xchanging ♥ have also realised that the future fortunes

will be tied to doing "Boring" things like BPO.

Indeed, as you all also know we think that there is no

☜exciting☝ new technological ☁revolution☂ on the horizon.

We also believe that lT has matured. It's now middle-

aged and is just a part of the business of the nation (as in

☜the-business not ebusiness").

The distribution sector (a pretty huge part of the UK

economy!) doesn't get particularly excited about the

K KEWILE

launch of a new articulated truck. Why should we get too

exciting in the future over a new operating system,

hardware gizmo or even a new telco service?

THE FUTURE REALLY DOES START NOW...BUT

IT☂S NOT "EXCITING"

We are on the edge of the "Start of a New Era " for our

sector. We anticipate the market low point in H1 2002
and thereafter there will be good and consistent growth ♥

albeit NOT the kind of exceptional growth we have seen

in the last Era'

This new Era will be managed by a whole new

generation of managers as many ofthe current crop "stand

aside".

ltwill be rewarding. There will be great invesUnents to

be made. Many of today's 35 year olds will make fortunes

and will themselves enjoy slipping into their ☁pluralist☂ stage

in 2015.

But what it won☂t be is "Exciting".

And maybe that's all to the good.

KEWILL PAYS PRICE FOR BUYING SPREE

Acquisitive supply chain

management solutions company

Kewill Systems announced results

for the six months to 30th Sep. 01

revealing turnover down 26% to

£24.4m. Pre-tax pro ts of 22.1 m in

the comparable period in 2000

became a pro-tax loss of £55.5m

this half, mostly due to a massive

£48.8m hit asa result of impairment

and amortisation of goodwill and

intangibles. Diluted loss per share

was 71.9p. Andy Roberts,

Chairman, commented, ☜At

present, it is difficult to anticipate

the likely timetable for future

economic recove/y. In the short

term, Kewill has stabilised its

trading position and shaped its

business activities to succeed in

the dif cult malket conditions☝.

The results were "marginal/y

ahead ofexpectation! following a

cost reduction programme, an

upward trend in order intake for the

US e-Commerce division, and

improved trading resuits for both e-

Commerce and ERP divisions in

02. The e-Commerce division

contributed £14.6m of sales

compared to £16.3m in 2000 and

the ERP division contributed £9.8m

compared to £10.7m in H1 2000.

The Group loss was substantially

incurred in Qt. In 02, Kewill traded

at an operating pro t break even

before severance costs of £0.5m.

Comment: Following the

disposal of its loss-making logistics

and ERP UK divisions in Jul. 00,

Kewill consists of the e-Commerce

(Le. supply chain management)

division and the US ERP division. A

goodly part of the interim LBT was

due to the c£50m in goodwill write-

down tor acquisitions going back

to Oct. 98, but they still turned in an

operating loss of £4.9m, compared

to an operating profit of £1.6m

(2000). This was mainly due to the

e-Commerce division losing £4.1m

in H1, although the US ERP division

 

managed a small operating pro t

of £152K. Kewill has also laid off 70

staff costing them some £4.4m in

severance pay. But the cost cutting

seems to have done the job as 02

was break-eVen (pro-severance

costs). Kewill will now concentrate

on selling ☁point solutions☂ rather

than pitching the end-to♥end supply

chain story. They are also teaming

up with other major software

vendors (e.g. Great Plains/

Microsoft) to boost the channel

reach. All at this seems sensible to

us, but they are far from out of the

woods yet. By the way, interesting

to see that although revenue from

licence fees in their e-Commerce

division dropped c30%, related

services (maintenance a

professional services) grew «230%

and now account for 40% of

revenues.
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OUT OF INDIA

How much do you knowabout TCS.

lnfosys and Vi pro? Or for that matter.

Satyam and HCL? If the answer is 'not

much at all☂ we suggesth nd out pretty

soon.

Last month weattended oneof India's

major IT expos, IT.COM. in Bangalore.

We spoke at a couple of seminars

organised by Invest.UK (the inward

investment arm of British Trade

International ♥the ☁JV' between the DTI

and F00) explaining the ups and down

of the UK software and IT services (8/

ITS) industry to a number of small and

medium sized Indian S/II'S companies

interested in expanding to the UK and

continental Europe. ButTCS. lnfosys and

Vt pro ans not SMEs. They are very large

♥and prettyde perfectlyformed♥S/ITS

companies who. In our opinion, are now

on the ☁knee ofthe curve' on theirjoumey

up the world rankings.

Take a look at the revenues of the

major players in the Indian S/fI'S market.

TheTopTwenty between themgenerated

some $13.an in total revenues of which

over 90% came from overseas markets.

Total exportsfrom Indian S/ITS companies

Iastyearwere around $6.2bn. about55%

higher than the previous year. Although

the lion's share (062%) of these revenues

camefrom North America, the propor on

of business these players generate from

Europe is expected to rise from about

24% todayto 30% by 2005. And the UK

is, of course, the largest market for Indian

offshore services in Europe, accounting

for almost half (around $700m. say

£500n'l) ofthe business in Europe. To put

this in some sort of perspective, that☂s

about 8% of the UK software

development market.

We met with NASDAQ-quoted

lnfosys Technologies President 8. MD

Nandan Nilekani at their campus in a

massive technology park just outside of

Bangalore. Wewere absolutely amazed

at what we saw. The lnfosys campus

would have not looked out of place in

Silicon Valley ♥ indeed we have yet to

  

visit any British S/ITS lndle☂s Top Twenty SIITS Exporters
, , , Some. NASSCOM (convert-61mm Rupuu and rounded)

companleth as lmpressrve
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Lastyear lnfosys tumed over some$413m ofwhich 19% came from Europe and 11%G.e.

c$45m ♥ say £33m) came from the UK.

Butthe biggest of the bunch ♥ and the ☁granddaddy ofthem all ♥ isTataConsuItancy

Services (TCS). one of the many subsidiaries of pn'vately held (I) Indian diversi ed

conglomerate, Tata Group. Besides IT (and they have a hardware business as well, Tata

lnfotech) Tata manufactures chemicals. food, tea, cars. you name it! They're an £1an

enterprise deeply associated with the growth of Indian enterprise. TCS have operated in the

UK since 1975 and recorded UK revenues of 俉65m last year, which puts them among the

Top 75 suppliers of S/ITS to the UK market.

While Indian S/ITS companies are perhaps best known for their software services

(application development and maintenance). they are now clearly targeting the business

process outsourcing (BPO) market. particularly call centres and more signi cantly ♥ and

worryineg for UK S/rrs players ♥ back of ce processing. What the leading Indian players

are good at is ☁process☂. They have demonstrated this with their software services (60% of

the SEI Level 5 development centres in the world are in India) and we have no reason to

believe that they can't apply the same degree of diligence to back of ce processing. We

think the top Indian players will grow into formidable competitors to the likes of Cspita.

Vertex. and Xchanging, let alone the 'traditional' players like IBM. EDS and CSC. Of

course, ☁new' BPO entrant Xansa has its own Indian offshore subsidiary. IIS, which they

plan to grow to 5,000 staff ♥ and perhaps even doublethat number ♥ over time.

But it's not all ☁threat☂ ♥ we believethere is opportunity too for UK S/ITS players. While

the major league Indian S/lI'S companies are clearly out to 'eat your Iunch'. there are many

other smaller players who are looking for partnerships with UK companies for mutual

bene t. For example, while in Bangalore we met with a number ofsmall Indian software

suppliers that were trying to nd UK companies to partner with at all levels. including

development. sales and distribution. Some. of course, are also looking for equityinvestment.

Weteei sure that there are smallerUK S/II'S companies out there that could take advantage

of the skills and cost advantages that some of these Indian companies can offer.

We have no doubts about the sincerity and commitment of the largest Indian S/ITS

companies achieving their ☜global leadership☁ goals. We also have no doubts about their

inherent capability (skills, resources, infrastructure. etc) to get there. So whether it's as

competitors or partners. the one thing UK S/iTS companies cannot afford to do is to

ignore India.
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PREDICTED

Terence Chapman (TOG) has undergone a

LONG-TERM GROWTH IN FINANCE SECTOR

Terence Chapman Group plc

to year Revenue and PET Record
number of major changes over the past year.

including the disposal of its software products

division, TCA Synargo. Founder, and Chief Exec,

Terry Chapman stepped down last month.

becoming a non-executive director, and Andrew

Jurczynski has been appointed CEO (J urczynski

was previously MD of MarchFlFiST UK, a ☜multi-

discrplined professional services business" - and

look what happened to theml).
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in its results forthe year to 31 9' Aug. 01 , TCG,

which provides [1' consultancyto the nance sector,

announced an increase in turnover of3.5% to £32m, PBT increased by 96% to 28.1 m

and diluted EPS increased 35% to 6.3p. However, PBT included 俉10.9m pro t on the

disposal ofTCA Synergo (for £15.6m), without which TOG would have fallen into the

red.

TCA Consulting. which contributed 79% of total revenues and 100% of revenue

from continuing operations, reported ☜outstanding results" for the rst half of the year but

a "disappoin ting☝ H2 due to "increasingly dif cuitmarket conditions☝, and a review of the

costs base has resurted in a "signi cant" reduction in headcount and the closure of the

operation in Singapore, For the year, TCA Consulting☂s turnover increased 44% to

£25.2m, but PBTwas doWn from £2.7m to EZOSK (before restructuan costs of EQZBK).

TCG Commented on the problems facing TCA Consulting in the nance market,

☜ The e♥commerce wave ofprojects was curtailed andmany of the investment banks,

which form an importantpart ofour ciientbase, implemented rigorous cost management

regimes in response to very difficult conditions in their own markets☜. As a result, a

number of contracts were reduced in scope or cancelled. However, although "market

conditions remain very dif cult" and a short-term upturn in prospects is not foreseen,

TCG believes that there will be long-

terrn growth in the market. It believes,

"There is relentless pressure on

wholesale and investment banks and

retail nancial services companies to

invest in effective operational

infrastructure, to drive down costs and

to enhance customer service quality

through technology investment".

Indeed, recent research by Datamonitor

predicted the size of the e-banking

technology market would almost double

overthe next fouryears from $2.7 billion

in 2001 to nearly $5 billion by 2005.

Meanwhile, TOG has c919m cash

to keep it going until market conditions

improve.

TRIBAL ENJOYS HIGH LEVEL OF EARNINGS

VISIBILITY
TRIBA

Tribal Group ♥ aprovider of

professional support services to UK

public and private sectors ♥ has

announced its results for the six

months ended 30th Sep. 01.

TLrnovertrebled tom 3.5m $4.1m for

the comparable period in 2000), PBT

quadrupedto£761K§I177tQ and fully

diluted EPS is 022p. Commenting

onfheresultschairman. DavidTelling,

said ☜Dunbgthispenbd re Guuphas

achievedsubsbn a/gmw randhas

til/#rersireng renedtkpasiitbnasa

leading provider ofprofessional

supporrservr'wsp/r'nciba/[y/h reUK

publicsect☁of☂.

Comment: Since itstormation in1999.Tribalhasbeen particulartyacquia☁tive.

Indeed it announced its thirteenth purchase on the day of the results: APD

Tectn'cal L'Id,acompany 1atpro\ despmpe yandassetmanagementservioes

to local authorities, fora maximum consideration of£1 (kn. Tribal alsoannounced

a placing and open offer raising £20.9m (net of expenses) to fund continued

expansion and repay bank debt.

To date, all of Tribal☂s acquisi ons have been chosen so as to increase its

range of services delivered to the education sector, and increasingly to the
wider public sector: Howeverthe companycannotbeaccUSed of simply buying

market share as continuing ops saw tumover up more than 37% during the
period.

We believe that Tribal will be one to watch in the future, given the potential
growth ofeducatr'on outsourcing market. Perhaps established players such as
Capita should keep an eye on these new market entrants! At this stage,

Tribal has over 58% of its H2 revenue target already committed ♥ many other
companies will be envious of that level of visibility.
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PROTAGONA.

 

Protagona (nee Recognition

Systems), a supplier of ☜business to

consumer mass marketing campaign

soft/vars", has announced results forthe

year ended 30th Sep. 01. In what was

described as a "challenging year",

turnover rose just 2% to 俉8.8m, LBT

deepened to EiOZm (俉4.7m) and loss

per share also deepened to 9p (3.3p).

Commenting on the results, Chairman,

Richard Livesey-Haworth said,

"Although the pastsbrmonms havebeen

exceptionally dif cult, Protagona has

maintained its investment in its world

leading solutions... We are con dent

thatwe have the products, people and

nancial resources to respond very

rapidly to a future upturn in business

con dence".
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LIVING TO FIGHT ANOTHER DAY
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Comment: Protagona has had a torrid few years. whilstrevenues have increased,

losses have deepened. Despite reporting record revenue grow in 2000. 2001 is the

Ninth Yea!that the campany has reported a loss, Protagona does not provide a breakdown

of revenue generation by country or by activity. However in the past it has been heavily

dependent upon the US (over 60% of its revenues). The company completed a

fundraising of E1 2.9m in Aug. 01 to ensure that its cash resources were ☜suf cient to

survive a possibly/prolongedperiod ofeconomic downturn". In addition it has made

signi cant cost reductions and hence enters the new financial year with run rate of

overheads down more than 30%. So it lives to ght another day.

9 ALL EYES ON EYRETEL
eyretel

Although new to the SYSTEMHOUSE told. Eyretel is already 10 years old. and

has been listed on the LSE since Apr. 00. when it oated at 150p per share. Byway

of background, the company describes itself as a ☜leading provider of multimedia

recording and analysis solutions for the CRM market☝ whose customers are mainly in

the nancial services, insurance. telecommunications and utility industries. its products

allow companies to record up to 100% of their customer contact center

communications. The company operates from offices in 10 countries, with three

geographically de ned divisions, North America, EMEA and Asia/rest of the world. Its

three revenue streams are software, hardware and professional services

The company recently announced its interim results for the six months ended

30th Sep. 01, Turnover rose 28% to £24.2m, an LBT of £2.5m was converted into a

PET of E1 46K and loss per share ☁improved' to 0.05p (2.14p).

Commenting on the results, Nick Discombe, CE, said, " We

have delivered a robust penormance, meeting and beating our

own expectations and, importantly, achieving pro tability ahead

of schedule. (We have shown)...that we can deliver growth in

the most demanding of markets and toughest of business ☜head☝
environments".

The revenue split was software (systemsand applications)

俉10.7m (44%), platform and hardware 27m (29%) and

professional services EG☁Sm (27%).

The group's international expansion plans are going well, ☜'12:☝

with over 53% of its revenues now generated outside Europe

(41 % for the comparable period last year)☁ The UK rose 1 1% to

£9.3m, EMEA (excluding UK) fell 26%

to £2.1m. ☜due to a large single order

last year which distorted the gures",

The Americas' increased 74% to

俉6,1m and Asia Pac rose 56% to

俉6.7m.

It's refreshing < if not unique - to be

able to report on a company that has

moved into pro tability in 2000 but done

so "six months ahead of plan☝ and

boasting a strong balance sheet to boot!

Eyretel pic - H1 2001 Business mlx

Total = £24.2m

United
Kingdom

83%

EMEA

9%
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IS THERE THE MEANS OR THE INCLINATION FOR A

ww- PLAN B?
Dimension Data has

announced its results for the year

ended 30th Sep. 01. Turnover

increased 24% to $2,480m

(c£1,740m), although this was a

35% increase at constant currency.

Overall, 9% was organic, the rest

from acquisitions. However, LBT

deepened dramatically to $1 ,660m

(£1,174m) from $51m last year,

re ecting a ☜number of exceptional

items". These included $602m

goodwill amortisation, $20m from

a "rights/Zing" operation, which saw

staff numbers cut by 14% and the

☜write off of certain

investment projects and

acquisition rebranding

costs". (The company

took the opportunity to

write down $1 .3bn of the

book cost of acquisitions, UK
. 10% (16%)

particularly Comparex ♥

share price movements

added $1 .2bn to the cost

between the offer date and Continental

the effective date). Loss E""°P°
15%(10%)

per share also deepened

to $1.40 ($0.17).

The geographic mix of

DiData☁s revenues has changed

over the year, largely due to

acquisitions in the US. The US now

generates $408m, 17% of

revenues (up from $124m last year)

but just 4% of EBlT, due to the

lower margins of the US

acquisitions. Europe accounts for

15% of revenue and 18% of EBIT.

The UK has seen its share of

revenue drop from 16% to 10%,

$244m (£173m), UK EBIT now

accounts for 14% of the total ♥

operating profit was $26.2m

(£18.5m).

in the UK the company

experienced particular problems

with The Merchants Group

managed call centre business. A

mid-year cancellation of a core

  

contract by one of its largest

customers (not surprisingly a

mobile phone service provider)

combined with competitive

pressures hit profits. After

☁rationalisation☁, breakeven is

expected in 02 of the 2002 nancial

year

All the US acquisitions and

Proxicom have now been

consolidated in the US under the

Dimension Data name. The

European operations are also being

integrated into a pan-European

operation.

Dimension Data - 2001 (2000) Business mlx

(excludes joint ventures and associates)

Total: £1,698rn

us
17% (6%)

Australia

17% (21%)

In terms of activity, Network

Services generated $2,144m

(c£1,517m), a rise of 30%, and

represents 87% of total turnover,

with an operating margin of 8.8%.

Not surprisingly, the i-Commerce

operation did particularly badly as

Internet business has slowed. i-

Commerce revenue fell 16% to

$247m (£175m), 10% of total

turnover, with operating margin at

just 1.5%.

Like everyone else, DiData has

now dropped the Internet

connotations and changed the

business names to re ect ☁areas of

operation, rather than

technologies'. Thus, in effect.

Network Services becomes

Connectivity Services and i-

Africa

18% (22%)

23% (24%)

Commerce becomes Integration

Services. But there will also be a

much greater regional emphasis to

the company structure, with the

creation of the role of Global

Services Director, as well as

National Services Directors in each

region. The UK/Europe operation

is led by Bruce Watson.

Comment

DiData got caught out in the rst

half of the year, continuing to invest

to meet expected growth that did

not materialise. As a result, net

margin in the second half of the year

was just 4.7%. The

company has taken

action to reduce costs,

with headcount down

14% (1,568 employees

- the limit 'without cutting

into the muscle') and

overheads down 11%.

DiData still sounded

con dent at the brie ng,

based primarily on the

fact that it still has

$900m cash in the bank
(including $392m

remaining from the float)

and it remains cash generative. But

the company has also said that it

expects only modest revenue

growth in 2002 and net margins

will be lower than in FY01 (7.4%).

With regard to the UK; 'Prospects

for the UK operation going into the

new year are uncertain☁.

The company is putting the
emphasis in the right area, Le.
services, and to some success;
☁We expect the trend that emerged
in the second half of FY 2001, of

winning deals due to our service
offering, to accelerate in FY2002 '.

On the other hand, low-margin
product sales are still a signi cant

part of the business and the move

to services has been going on for

some time.

Asia

[continued on pigs nine]



 

This month we went along to

Parity☂s analyst event, where

Group CEO [an Miller and the

executive management team

gave an update on how the new

strategy, outlined in May, was

being implemented. There have

been many changes amongst

the management team during

2001, with new MD☂s of all three

divisions - Business Solutions,

Training, and Technology

Staffing - in addition to a new

FD and non-executive

Chairman! Considering that Ian

Milierjoined as recently as Mar.

01, this might give cause for

concern - until you learn that all

three MD's and FD have been at

Parityforanumber ofyears prior

to their being promoted.

Millerjoked that, for the rst

time in its history, Parity is calling

its divisions by what they do(we

have to admit to being confused

ourselves at times, by an lT

staffing business called

"Software Solutions"!) But the

changes taking place at Parity

are more than cosmetic. The

focus is on doing much more with

the existing client base

(something we are hearing from

almost everyone in these

troubled times), cross-selling the

three service lines, and changing

the revenue mix to improve

visibility and ensure a more

reliable earnings stream.

Regular readers will recall

that we have questioned, on a

number of occasions, the merit

of Parity☁s ☁end~to end☂ business

model, arguing that solutions

businesses no more need

training capability to succeed,

than training companies need

recruitment activities etc etc.

Now we are coming round to the

view that the ☁mixed☂ business

model is fine, as long as each

line of business is profitable in

its own right (Parity☂s are),

achieves a profit comparable to

its peers, and is well managed.

Then it makes sense to talk about

cross-selling to the client base.

Miller☂s approach to the

'synergy☂ issue is

characteristically

straightforward: cross selling of

the three lines of business

means dealing with the client at

board level, and such ☁strategic☁

sales ability is quite different to

☁transactional☂ level sales (i.e.

supplying a contractor to a

project manager, or selling a

seat on a course to a training

administrator). Consequently, a

Corporate Business division has

been created (headed by Rick

Bacon, formerly MD of the

staf ng business) to spearhead

the ☁corporate☁ sales. At the

brie ng, Parity was able to point

to recent success in securing

new business (or preferred
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PARITY☂S STRATEGY - SIX MONTHS ON

supplier status) with existing

customers, where it previously

supplied one or two of its

services.

What most impressed us is

that Parity is being intelligent in
its approach, recognising that

not all of its offerings are going

to be relevant to all clients all of

the time. But in order for the

whole to be worth more than the

sum of the parts (or at/eastthe

sum of the parts!) Parity must

make much more of its

reputation, long-term

relationships and geographical

presence. To date Parity has

managed to build a Top 10

training and aTop 10 IT staf ng

operation in the UK without

effectively addressing these

opportunities.

Parity admitted that it

currently takes a very low

percentage share of its clients☂

overall IT budget, so there is

plenty of room for growth. And

Miller made no secret of his

ambition to take the company

into the outsourcing arena, in

order to develop long-term

revenue streams - Miller☂s own

background in EDS brings

valuable experience of

outsourcing. Certainly Parity☂s

message to its clients (and

investors) is a lot clearer now ♥

all that remains is the execution!

 

[continued from page eight]

DiData feels it has done all that

is necessary to get through the

rough period and we hope they're

right, but it may not be enough to

just sit tight and hope for the best

from here on in. It is even more

important to have a firm grip on the

 

helm when crossing stormy seas.

If the current strategy doesn't

work. what then? One wonders

whether there is the means or the

inclination for a Plan B.

The share price almost

doubled between the start of the

month and the results

announcement on 215☁ Nov,

reaching 118p, but in the following

week slipped back and ended the

month up 29% at 98.75p.
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MMT BLEMISHES ITS RECORD WITH FIRST-EVER

LOSS
MMT Computing announced full year results to 31 st Aug. 01. Tumoverdecreased

by 16.9% to £31.1m, and a PET of £6.0m turned into a LBT off28m. Diluted EPS of

32.2p in 2000 was converted to a loss per share of 19.2p. Thiswas MMT☂s rst ever loss

in its 23-year history and followed ayear of considerable change. Changes included

the Group structure being rationalised imo three divisions ☜tore ectbusiness and client

requirements" and the identi cation of 22m ofannuaiised savings to be realised in 2001/

2002. Staff numbers will be reduced by 9% to 477.

MMT Computing Pic
to year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1992
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The contract staf ng business (SummersAssociates) has been centralised resulting

in sign☁mcantly lower overheads in the agency operation. indeed, MMT said that by

positioning the resourcing operation within Systems Solutions, it hopes to continue to

diversify from resourcing and move more into project/support services.

Systems Solutions experienced a tightening of margins and a sharp decline in

demand for its new media services, resulting in revenues falling from £23.7m to i222m.

Revenue forthe Packaged Solutions division declined from £1 3.0m to £7.0m, affected

amongst other things by lower than

expected sales in its energy and

derivatives products, whilst the

Management Consutancy division fared

the best, increasing revenues from

£1.06m to £1.88m. The division is

moving away from its focus on the

ir☁wrar☁ce sectorto otl☁er verticalsectors

such as retail, entertainment, banking

and utilities,

We are told the new management

team has acted quickly to rectify

☜structural and operational dif culties"

identi ed in H1 . The new team is led by

MD Paul Marks (appointed May) and

FD Dee McFarlane (appointed Aug.),

with George Matthews, former CEO of

Sherwood international, joining as NED

in December.

This time lestyear MMTreceived an

offer, but the talks terrrrlnated because it

was felt that the terms "did not fully

reocgn'setlkvalueofthecompary wnh

MMTsdampbemwbr☂gddigawd

145p - or 83% lower than at the time

the bid collapsed - itistermrgtoworde☂

wrat m'ght iavebeen.

ALTERIAN GROWING INTO TASTY MORSEL

Data analysis software developerN☁inrian has announced interim results

for the six months to 30th Sep. 01. Turnover almost trebled to £1.8m (c60%

from the UK) whilst pre♥tax losses deepened from £569K to £43m, ☜in line

m☁ r expecb ans", and diluted loss per share deepened from 2.1 p to 1 2.2p.

Cash (equivalents) is down to £25.9m from £32.8m at the end of Mar. 01.

David Eldridge, CEO, commented, ☜Our plan lama/☜n5 to move into pro t

towards we end ofthe next nancialyear, with very srynr'fican y reduced

cash usage for thatyear: We are taking a proactive approach to lowering

our break-even point, and burld/rrg flexrb/ll'ty into costs going forward, to

m/ 'gate #79 effects ofthe current economic circumstances☝.

Comment Roughly speaking, that meansAlterian- like almost everyone

else - is cutting the suit according to the cloth.They are a very small sh in

a very large pond, but seem to be making headway by, in effect, feeding the

sharks, i.e. Alterian☂s technology is sold through its business partners who

customise the technology on a customer or application-speci c basis,

with Alten'an receiving its revenue through royalty payments. Business

partners include Exporter-r, Carlson Marketing Group, cMG, Dimension

Data, and SPSS

Aiterian was founded in 1997

and launched on the LSE main

market in Jul. 00, with a placing of
19m shares at 200p per share

raising £35.5m. At current cash

burn rate they seem to be well

funded for some time yet. But with

a market cap nowworth not much

more than their 'cash equivalents☂.

how long will it be before one of

their partners (or another ☁shark☂)

takes a broader view of ☁feeding

time☂? The shares ended the

month at 75p, up 17% on the

month but a 63% discount to the

IPO price.
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RM announced results for the year to 30th Sep. 01 revealing turnover up

17% to £241.9m, PBT up 60% to £15.2m (last year was hit by £5.4m

exceptional cost of sales from the aborted Classroom 2000 project in Northern

Ireland), and diluted EPS up from 79p to 112p. Richard Gining, Chief Executive,

commented, "The new products scheduled for release over the next few months

are strategically important and we believe they will enable us to retain our pre-

eminent position and make strong progress in a growing market".

Comment: After a disappointing year last year, in which RM broke its ve»

year run of revenue and pro ts growth, the company

is back in positive territory. RM had warned at the

end of September that PBT would fall below market

SVSTEMHOUSE
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RM ENJOYS GROWTH lN SERVICES REVENUE

(i.e. installation, training) the

remainder long-term contracted

revenue, such as the 10-year PFl

managed service for Dudley LEA.

Richard Girling, Chief Executive,

expanded on this strategy saying

that going fonNard RM is looking,

where possible, to migrate more to

annual subscriptions for software

products. Coupled with the growth

in services revenue, this will give

greater visibility longer term, but,

inevitably, will reduce pro ts in the

short term. This has to be a sensible

move.

In fact RM☂s strategy, and

approach, is thoroughly sensible ♥

look at its acquisition strategy of

late, which has involved two small

purchases (3T Productions and

Softease) in as many years, and RM

had worked with both prior to the

RM - 2001(2000) Business mlx
Tot-i = matsmexpectations due to a "lower than expected" order

intake in 04. This was due to changes in the way

government funding (via the Standards Fund) for lCT

is being distributed, resulting in extended sales cycles

as decision making passed from LEAs to individual

schools, Some spend, therefore, was deferred out

of RM☁s FY. The challenge facing RM is to establish

itself and its offerings with the new decision makers.

However, the upside is that RM's H1 02 could bene t,

especially as schools have to spend their funding

(£245m in the year to Apr. 02) by Aug.02.
RM has a number of new products scheduled for

release at the end of H1, and this is at a time when

money coming available via the Standards Fund is set to rise by 45% in the

year 2002/2003.
RM's investment in Ft&D is back on track, with FY01 seeing a 58% increase

to £11.6m ♥equivalent to 4.8% of turnover ♥ after a dip to 3.5% of turnover

last year. This takes it back to the levels that RM has traditionally invested.

The engine of growth for RM in 2001 was sen/ices, which increased 30%

to 俉66.9m, ahead of software products and the internet (up 21%) and PC and

3rd party products (up 8%). Services now accounts for close to 28% of total

revenue, compared to 25% in FY00. Indeed, RM has invested signi cantly in

building its services offering, all part of it long term strategy to reduce its

dependence on its hardware and VAR activities which currently contributejust

under half of total turnover. Some of RM☂s sen/ices business is project-based

PC a 3rd Party

Products
47% (51%)    Sonwuro &Internet

25% (25%)

Service!
an (25%)

acquisition. Further acquisitions, we

were told, will continue to be

reviewed as opportunities arise.

With a fonNard order book of

c£110m and 221 m cash at theyear~

end, RM is in an enviable position

compared to many S/lTS

companies right now.

Sensible it is, as for 'Boring' ♥

not for a number of years yet!
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Another for the ☜I've got a new name☝ list?

New trend emerges.

Quote from press release:

"Gupta is, once again, Gupta...

In February of this year, Centura 's Software's eBusiness Division announced

that it was being purchased by Platinum Equity, a $2.6 billion private equity

A NEW TREND FOR 2002?

Maybe this is THE trend for

2002? Xansa changes its name

back to Fl Group? Detica changes

its name to The Smith Group?

Clipserver becomes real trendy and

calls itself Clipservercom☂?

technology conglomerate {March 200 7). In October, we formally changed our

name back to Gupta Technologies. "

SERVICES GROWING BUT IT☂S A SLOW PROCESS

Hewlett Packard - 2001 (2000) Business mix

Total = $45.2bn

Other

2% (3%)IT Services
17% (14%)

Computing

Systems

39% (41 %)

Hewlett-Packard has

reported revenue for the year to

SistOct. 01 down 7% to $45.2bn

(c232bn). Earnings from continuing

operations (before extraordinary

items, effects of changes in

accounting principle and taxes)

were $1.44bn (c☁atbn) down 64%

on the previous year. Diluted net

earnings per share were down from

$1.8 to $0.21.

The worst performing business

was Computing Systems, revenue

down 14% to $20.7bn and a$1bn

earnings from operations became

awhopping $450m loss. Imaging

and Printing Systems were only

down 5% (to $19.4bn) although

earnings were down 25% to

$1 ,987m. Imaging and Printing has

once again become the largest slice

of revenue (42%) and by far the

major revenue earner.

   
In the IT Services business revenues grew 6% year on

year to $7.6bn (17% of total revenue, up from 14%

previous year). But even in the services area earnings

dropped by 28% to $342m. There is more detail for Q4:
Imaging and . Support revenues grew 9% over the same period in

Printing 2000
Systems '

- Outsourcing revenues were up 22% year-on-year

(there it is again!)

~ Consulting revenues grew 2% over the 2000 04 gure

♥ agood effort, compared with many others (if CGEY is

anything to go by, it would have been ant worse if HP had

gone through with thePwC deal).

HP☂s own outlook for 2002 is not bright: "Market

conditions continue to be dif cult and the company is not counting on an

economic recovery in 2002

In Jul, 01, HP announced a workforce reduction to eliminate 6000 jobs

which it has now undertaken in order to achieve annualised cost savings of

$500m. The remaining workforce were no doubt be pleased to hear Carly

Fiorina☂s announcement that "in recognition of their efforts, we have awarded

all employees and managers, other than the Executive Council, a special cash

bonus of two days☁ salary☝.

Comment: These are just the rolled up four quarter results. As there is no

additional detail yet, so we don☂t know how well UK/EMEA did compared to

the rest of HP's business.

But there's plenty of fuel here for the anti HP/Compaq merger view (which

includes us). For Q4, PC server revenues declined 44% year-over♥year,

commercial desktops declined 39% and home PC revenues declined 37%

year-over♥year. HP managed to generate profits in the PC market in North

America while breaking even globally. Remember, Compaq also announced

disastrous results in their server and PC business in 08. Merger? Michael Dell

has been having trouble disguising his glee!

On the other hand, whilst services are growing as a proportion of HP's

business, it☂s a slow process, There is a long way to go to plug the $3bn

shortfall in Computing Systems revenue in the last year. In any case, much of

the sen/ice revenue appears to be low-value support activities ♥ just 4.5%

margin for 04,

42% (41%)

 



Focus Solutions, "the leading

supplier ofsa/es channelautomation

for the financial services industry',

announced results for the six

months to 30th Sep. 01. Turnover

rocketed from a mere £828K to

£2.29m ♥ more than the entire

revenue the previous full nancial

year. Pre-tax losses deepened by

17% to £1.43m resulting in a 5.7p

loss per share. They still have £5.8m

cash in the bank, down from 俉7.7m

at the end of Mar. 01 (Le. a cash

burn of 俉1.9m for the half year).

Founder and CEO John Streets was
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GOOD HALF YEAR FOR FOCUS

not too worried about the economic downturn, especially in the US, as "(the

US) represents a verysma/i proportion ofour total revenues and careful control

of costs in line with revenue growth will ensure any effect is mitigated.☝

Comment: Warwick based Focus develops tools for the lite and pensions

industry. its agship product goalproposal is used by seven of the Top 10 UK

life insurers, with Scottish Widows the latest in the fold. They also sell to lFAs

and their products are incorporated into offerings from other S/ITS companies

such as Air and CMG. Focus seems to be doing rather well; which goes to

show that there is always space for niche suppliers with the right products. The

race is on, of course, to reach pro tability before the cash runs out, but they

look OK for up to another 18 months at current cash burn rate. That will

hopefully see them through to the ☁other side' of the downturn, but they will

need to see revenue more than double to get there. Focus was established in

1995 and launched on AIM at a placing price of 195p in Mar. 00. Their shares

ended Nov. at 107p, down 47% on the year and a 45% discount to the IPO

prioe.

CSC UK MOTORING AGAIN

Computer Sciences Corp (CSC) has shown that the places to be right

now are outsourcing and the public sector. It you can combine the two you are

in even better shape. If your major customer is the US Defense Dept in a time

of obviously increased military spend, then all the better. So saying, CSC saw

total revenues grow 10.4% (13% in constant currency) to $5.48bn in the six

months to 28m Sep.01. However, pre-tax earnings slumped 46% to $167.3m,

halving pre-tax margins to just 3.1 %. Nonetheless, this was at least in line with

expectations, and CSC shares rose 18% on the day.

Outsourcing was the star (now almost 50% of CSC's total revenues) and

the nancial services sector did particularly well too. But this was ☜moderated

by the slowdown in demand for commercial consulting and systems integration

work in North America Europe did particularly well with revenues up 21 .9% at

$1 .41bn, 26% of the total.

CSC Chairman and CEO Van Honeycutt still sees "some areas ofsoftness

in revenue growth in our lower margin product business in Asia ", but estimates

full year revenues will be "up in the 9% to 1 1% range".

A couple of weeks after announcing these results, CSC announced that it

received a ve-year extension to its IT outsourcing agreement with United

Technologies Corporation. The extension adds $1 .1 bn in value to the contract,

which now runs until December 2014, bringing the total value to $3.7bn over

15 years. The original 10-year agreement was announced in Dec. 99.

Comment: We spoke to CSC UK COO Keith Wilman after these results

were released and we understand that the UK ☁did its bit' with revenue growth

of some 20% even excluding the global JP Morgan contract. Pro ts look

better than the rest of the business "somewhat north of 8%". Growth was

basically due to outsourcing, as CSC UK☂s consulting and systems integration

business suffered ♥ down 20% on the year. However, SI activity is starting to

buck up although consulting is still under "hugepressure on fee rates ". This is

entirely consistent with what we are nding elsewhere, notably in the IT staff

agency (ITSA) market, where major

clients are forcing fee rates down

by 10% across the board.

Outsourcing ♥ and application

services in particular ♥ is the engine

of growth for CSC UK and they

expect to show year on year growth

in H2 as revenues fromrecent ☁mid-

market☁ deals ♥ totalling some

Growo☁r in UK

basically down to

outsourcing

£165m over 5 to 7 years ♥ ramp

up. These include David Lloyd

Leisure, Gallaher Group, The Laurel

Pub Company Limited and Magnox

Electric. This is on the back of a

£170m/7 year deal at Schroders

signed in June and a £200m /5 year

deal with AMP UK signed in March.

It's really good to see CSC UK

motoring again after what seemed

to be an age in the pits!
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yntegra

BT has been in the news a lot

this month, what with the Bon eld payoff controversy and

the demerger of BT☂s wireless business and the creation of

two separately listed companies; BT Group plc and mmo2 Elam

pic. On November 8☁☜the group announced Q2turnover(to ☜☜☝☜

the end of September) up 5.6% to £5.3bn. but a PET or
£471m last year slumped to a loss of £1,34Qm. It was man.

exceptional items, including things like ending the Concert ☁5☁"

venture, that made much of the difference. cutting £1.4bn m"

from the bottom line ♥ EBITDA was down 7% to £1,468m. m,

In the light of the breakup of the company, there was

more detail about individual operations (or at least it☂s now

more easily available) including Syntegra. Turnover for 02

was up 89% onthe previous year to £145m, butthe 23m EBITDA is down from £11m

and operating pro t isjust 21m, down from Sam for the same quarter last year. Forthe

rst six months of the nancial year, revenue was up 15.7%, but EBITDA was 25m,

compared with ☁21 8m, and the 21m operating loss in O1 has been cancelled out by the

pro t in 02 to reach break even so far.

Comment: Syntegra is certainly feeling the effects of the market slowdown as the

reported 22% growth in revenue foer (overthe same period the previous year) was

down to under 10% in 02. 01 also saw aslump into loss froma £4m pro t forthe same

pen☁od in 2000/01. At least it didn't get any worse in 02, indicating some eitort to

maintain margins.

Syntegra does have an advantage over many in that it has signi cam revenue in the

public sector, which is holding up well in the current climate (see the front page ofthis

edition of SYSTEMHOUSE). But it can't be much fun at Syntegra at the moment. The

or oz
rvzwum

"Y VIVA ESPANAI"
[Hill l H"

Europe came to Azlan☂s rescue

 

FEELING THE EFFECTS OF THE MARKET SLOWDOWN

Syntegu Quarterly Revenue and From FY01 and FY02

:rsm

Emu

train

train

Dim

mm

Um

[21☜

mm

m
m or oz

szoam:

Ignite bossAlfred Mocket has departed

for US IT services company AMS.

Bon eld is leaving under a cloud, and

BT☂s C'oup FD Philip Hampton, who

joined in Dec. 00, is also to leave the

company 'to seek new cha/lenge' ♥

there can☂t be many greaterchailenges

than BTi S/ntegra could well have done

without the distractions.

Footnote: We still maintain that

Synlegra would be better off outside

the BT camp - a View we expanded on

in SYSTEMHOUSE (Sep. 01).

in its interim results for the six

months ended 30th Sep. 01.

Turnover increased 14% to

£298.3m, PBT increased 48% to

28m and EPS rose 54% to 5.4p.

The company reports that

revenues in the UK have ☜remained

at", but that the company has seen

signi cant growth in Spain and ltaJy.

Indeed 73% of its turnover now

originates from Continental Europe

(69% in 2000).

Turnover

2001 Em

Business Activity Turnover

The revenue split between Azlan's three divisions - product distribution,

training and services - has hardly changed from last year. The product

distribution division grew by 15% and accounted for £265.3m (89%) of total
revenues. The training division's growth of just 1% to 俉28.1m was ☜below

expectations", whilst the services division grew by 25% to £11.2m and

accounted for 3.9% of total revenues.

Azlan☁s dependence upon its distribution business would normally give us

cause for concern in the current economic climate, especially as Cisco and

Nortel account for around 48% of the division☂s turnover and neither of these
companies are enjoying particularly buoyant sales. However, Azlan has
increased its distribution business (largely on the back of Its success outside

of the UK) and also reports that its operating margin has improved ☜due to a

combination of product mix and product value added services☜. However

the pressure is on for the next six months. Whilst both revenue

and profits are up on the comparable period last year, the

company will have to have a very good next six months to equal

 

IDistribution I

Trainin 3

Services

2653

21.8

 

or exceed its nal year gures, which stood at £591 .6m turnover

and 21 6.1 m PBT. The disappointing training gures are par for

the course at the moment.
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EasyScreen which designs and markets software for trading on derivatives
exchanges announced its Interim results forthe six months :30m Sep. 01 . Revenues
rose 29% to £1.2m. LBT ☁improved' from 23.8m to £2.2rn, and loss per share has also
'improved' from 8.23p to 4.7p. Commenting on the results, Chairman Philip Docken
said, "I believe that the future for EasyScreen is extremelybright lam con dent that the
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EASYSCREEN STILL FINDING IT HARD GOING

Group is now fully on track to grow as a major force in ourmarket☝.
EasyScreen has had a disappointing couple of years. The pace of change overto

electronic trading has been slower than the company anticipated especially in the US.

Indeed £1 .2m (96%) of the company's revenue Is derived in the UK leaving Just £51 K

(4%) from the US, the Far East has yet to leave the starting blocks.

Whilst the company has increased its revenues. pro ts have failed to materialise.

Thus. in Sep. 01 the company had cash reserves ofJust £435K with out ows of£315K

per month. To provide a prop to the company it received 俉2m on the issue of a veyear

secured convertible bond to eSpeed that is ☜estimated to fund working capital needs

until pro tability has been achieved☜.

The company is looking at two initiatives to be its saving grace. whilst hoping that

 

the US actually takes off. Firstly the e

Speed agreement which expanded

EasyScreen's distribution across

eSpeed☁s global private network and

secondly the newly announced joint

venture with Refco Group Ltd. to be

called Refoo EasySolutlons. The Retoo

Group Includes Refco Inc, ☜the world's

largest non-bank futures commission

merchant'. and EasyScreen's 49%

shareholding is expected to provide

☜significant revenues for the

group".e..0nce the venture becomes

pro mble'♥although thisismtexpected

until late 2002. In the meantime its funds

are going to be tightly squeezed.
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.Holway/SYSTEMHQUSE§Q§Share Prices a'hdcémiiéleatiohf
Sham pnc.

mnvu nlnca
31-0ch

-9.52%

28.31%

318.71%

30.00%
30.08%

17.32%

31.71%

0.77%

20.41%
26.55%
34.90%
29.73%

5.28%

7.09%

-1 8.1 8%

7.82%

41.05%

19.05%

10.43%

16.33%
10.70%

11.28%

0.00%

18.18%
38.51%

-4.41%

1.75%

20.00%

23.33%

7.02%

0.00%

80.38%

93.80%

24.58%

1 1.44%
15.38%
34.73%

-21.05%

5.26%
49.50%

4.24%

25.15%

8.33%

24.82%

6.00%

53.66%

-5.80%

-26.00%

4.42%

3.08%
18.56%

1 1.21%

0.00%

-2.86%

240.00%

4.00%_
8.96%

19.36%

1 1 .1 1%

3.66%

57.69%

20.00%

0.00%

☁8.77%

42.42%

16.87%

4.03%

57.71%

4.77%
29.38%

-1 0.34%

-1 1.43%

24.88%

7.56%

19.44%

1 1.67%

-20.22%

-94.20%

29.06%

-83.13%

-8.20%

-95.48%

(10.83%

-33.82%

33.96%
43.41%
64.39%
-50.27%

3.68%

284%
435.79%

-30.95%

68.99%

0.98%

19.01%

49.20%

-35.56%

-33.19%

-B.81%
9.88%

-23.91%

457.53%

47.18%

-94.29%

-25.62%

416.30%

.47.29%

5.05%

-53.93%

84.73%

-30.00%

-82.89%

~87.41%

35.63%

19.73%

68.37%

-62.81%

-83.73%

-1 5.00%

-71.87%

42.92%

48.29%

99.24%

-85.45%

55.69%

-37.88%

-81 25%

53.24%

~83.90%

93.83%
40.00%
-55.77%
-39.55%
-27.45%

16.95%
-71.11%

-41.51%

38.93%

-2.63%

-65.04%

68.64%

Sham em
-/. move
ln 2001

Cnplullu nn
move um
3101:1411

£0.82!!!

26.04111

266.691☜

231.89m

220.32111

24.30111

293.19m

20.42m

275.58m

215.18m

£26.74m
236.0010

£5.14m

20.70m

{2.50m

2223.79m

{7.40111

25.13111

£1.20m

21.38m

2141.44m

22.58m

£0.00m
24.04m

2167.73m

-20.37m

20.23m

211.91m

218.20m

20.351☜

20.00m

278.73m

28.54m
212.81m

233.88m

俉1.80m
£7.38m
23.41111

20.11m
29.771"

20.55m

25.40m

21.00m

281 .06m

£2.24m
21.081☜

-20.50m

-E1.79m

22.53111

20.60m

£5.15m

285.34m

20.00111
{0.25m

21.89m

20.40m

£29.38!"

£30.43m

22.35111

20.33m
21.61111

27.56111

20.00111

-21.41111

25.09111

20.75111

2134.031☜

21 23.95111
-£0.20m

241.02m

~£5.20m

-£0.48m

2156.631☝

28.73111

28.90111

23.00m

  

 

☂1- :-

Captulllnhn
mar/151m)

In 2001

{41.58111

-26.90m

£30.90m

-2102.10m

-2191.80m

£83.90m

£01.70m

-£820.60m

-E1.982.23m

{19.30m

♥£274.80m

£36.80!☜
~21 ,5es.50m

22.43m

£53.90m

-E185.00m
-2227.30m

4:12.00m

-£0.30m
22.28m

-24.028.00m

{44.50111

-29.10m
£0.90m

-£9.10m
£14.86m

423.881☜

£94.60!"

20.90111

20.87111

-2111.98m

251 .60111

4:670:11
-£6.20m

2106.60m
-24.90m

£56.00m

-23.48m

£37.81m

-29.00111

-27.10m

£24.10!"

21 .SDm

-2359.50m

£213.70". \
-:1.32m

{39.38111

-234.99m

218.201"

£4.20m
{84.10111

-2479.10m

-£13.58m

-21.46m

-25.05m
{27.60111

2127.90m

295.20m

4213720111

£3.34m

-22.68m

42185.10!"

£3.90m

-269.70m

-2255.00m

21 .47111

424.276.00m
-2221 .40m

-24.10m

£42.50m

213310111

£0.09m
219430111

-217.00m

-2101 .80111

-214.38m

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE 505 Index set a! 1000 on 151h April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the
issue price. The SCS Index is no! weighted: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same e ect as a similar change for the smallest company.
Categury Codes: CS: Computer Services SF' = Software Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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5951 93.1.3113. 911.1331☜ 12.111.114.311☜ 0.111151111191111

   

SOS P cl Cnplnliulkm Hllh c Iudu move Alma 9G mnva mnvaIlrca "\on

CM. 30-Nov~0| 30-Nov-01 PIE Clpl av. 30<NDV~01 3102M! In 2001 310cm! IIIZOOI

Msys SP 2325 21.372.0m 13.0 2.13 4043 25.00% 50.76% 237434m -21.929.00111
104-1061131411; cs 21.45 217.5111 Loss 0.56 333 -13.43% 42.51% {2.79111 -246.30111
Mundas 99 20.23 25.2111 Loss 1.93 347 20.93% 55.00% 2090111 22.30m
M0159 R 21.93 22456111 9.9 0.42 770 24.19% -43.01% 243.10111 523020111
14313 11111111316121 A 20.30 216.3111 21.9 0.10 421 9.59% 50.43% 21.40111 -2720m
11111330111131 as 20.03 20.3111 Loss 0.44 21 53.33% 59.00% 5130111 -£5.98m
Nclphar SP 20.93 2117.710 Loss☁ 3.75 372 1923% 55.93% 219.00m -E227.30m
119136113☜ cs 20.14 22.2111 Loss 0.34 63 20.59% 59.41% 2053111 51324111
New☜. as 20.19 216.3111 Loss: 4.72 127 26.37% 42.39% 2350111 55520111
mac cs 20.11 213.5111 Loss 0.73 43 5.33% 52.71% {0.37111 51320111
New☜ ☜anion 59mm cs 20.39 2111.5111 23.5 1.04 150 23.93% ~4327% 225.01 111 23090111
N55 Rm, 9mm SP 2023 233.711 Lass 2.17 2435 23.03% 532343 21634111 230430111
WWR 5P 20.45 223.7111 L055 5.33 1125 4.65% 50.00% 21.10111 20.40111
0131131 50%,, SF 20.23 211.4m Loss 10.43 176 50.00% 44.75% 23.77m {33.90111
mm 39 20.33 243.4111 Lass 13.90 192 51.06% 57.09% 215.71m -2299.40111
1111111,, A 20.59 290.5111 13.3 0.34 9333 -13.37% .49.57% 51453111 -239.00m
9315,55☜ SP 20.12 215.3111 Loss 3.03 110 5.62% 53.59% 21.3011 -2115.30111
Flam 512 20.44 233.1111 14.7 1.39 1313 19.13% 53.17% 25.73111 -249.00111
91111391111311.1115 993091119111 SP 20.03 213.3m Lass 2.03 32 4.55% 97.94% 2091 m -2234.90m
PSD A 24.65 211137111 9.9 1.32 2114 15.53% 51.31% 215.64111 -2123.00m
mum 511115510113) CS 2047 241 .1111 Loss☁ 0.29 209 12.05% 55.13% 24.47111 53030111
asp SP 20.07 27.0111 L059 0.17 92 0.00% 43.33% 20.00m -220.1am
W A 20.55 221.3111 7.2 0.91 444 14.53% 0.00% 22.70111 20.00m
33111311313131 SP 2010 23.3m 43.3 0.72 159 53.35% 54.13% 22.30111 53544111
Ragamm SP 20.10 237.7m Loss 3.53 335 -11.11% 5.93% 22.07111 23.40111
HDL A 20.74 214.2111 3.3» 0.37 322 5.64% 57.71% 2130111 51230111
11111211 04111511113 SP 20.21 231.5111 Loss 1.73 277 7.39% 53.40% 24.33111 513770111
3111011113 A 20.41 25.4111 11.6. 2.69 433 2.50% 57.51% 20.12111 50.93111
31111111111 32 20.20 247.2m Loss 9.13 207 44.44% 49.23% 21451111 51730011
11113131,, 53 22.40 22252111 21.4 0.93 3357 0.00% 57.39% 20.0511 -230720m
31111331431511 SP 20.97 213.6111 Lass 0.53 1149 -1 03% 45.32% -£0J2m 1241 50111
31111111311111 31111111 91: 27.25 221243111 57.0 3.30 4205 31.32% 50.95% 252.71111 59730111
5393 em, 31: 22.39 230250111 332 7.34 91327 13.15% -22.17% 2352.33111 -2331.00m
53631111111 A 20.22 22.0111 15.3 0.04 2157 45.39% V ,7 3.50% A 20.33111 V-27.14m
90111111111 91151111111 cs 24.90 2123.5m 23.0 2.49 3793 5.95% -1.01% 27.00111 5120111
901. cs 20.73 mm 31.7 1.07 503 7.36% 49.33% 2229111 -2115.30m
Sambale SP 2025 212.3111 Loss- 3.39 250 2.04% 54.03% 2023111 -222.70m
311311411111 11411111110113: SP 21.47 235.7m 11.3 1.21 4397 24.53% 53.63% 21293m 269.50m
9111531131153111359013111135311 SP 20.93 215.3111 _ 9.3: 0.91 350 34.43% 40.45% 24.00111 7 531320111
5111111110311 SP 20.03 23.11n Loss 0.14 25 0.00% 53.30% 20.00m 23232111
501,130,. SF 20.29 224.7m Loss 3.13 417 3.57% 51.33% 21 257m 53330111
51111103111141 A 20.31 2121.7111 Loss 0.33 900 1325911 5.47% 213.30111 -21 1 20111
9311141113 5P 24.39 270.4111 47.0 1.33 2173 47.07% 55.07% 223.13111 121 23.60111
531F111 , SP 7 20.50 213.1m Loss 5.03 N 7 A2104%_ 23.03% .2430111
31111 11131113110131 SF 20.14 26.0111 Lossl 39.33 12.50% 4323% 52153111
31111119331111 vn SP 20.23 23.5111 Loss 4.39 3.33% 59.56% 231.1411
511101111111 1113st3) SP 25.59 2133.4m Loss 3.99 45.63% 51.96% 517750111
3111113111311 cs 20.14 23.3m L095☁ 3.17 50.00% 43.03% -215.32m
,sy131a1 cs 20.56 291.0111 L059 033 339 16.37% 17.39% 213.30m
sysnm. Maw 33 20.33 25.011 9.5 3.04 323 19.05% 20.97% 20.33111
51131111. new☜. cs 20.20 23.5111 47.1 0.25 343 0.00% 46.37% 53.33111
3131111111 011101.10☝ 193900.11) SP 20.33 295.1111 Loss 142.07 635 13.20% 17.33% 211.35111 212.90111
13133-1, cs 20.13 225.1m Loss 1.79 16 124.24% 97.71% -211.10m 5313073111
11119311.... Sm☜ SP 20.44 273.5111 13.1 j 3.53 0 31.32% 47.04% 21390m 223350111
1111111130... CS £0.07 25.2111 Loss 0.29 42 46.13% 43.37% 2099111 21992111
Terence (21111111311 05 £053 237.4111 9.4 1.17 393 27.71% 56.33% 23.11111 57120111
Tiknemp 03 91105 ☜2.2111 13.2 1.31 935 5.92% 5.52% 50.10111 50.30111
T013113.Wu CS 97125 £320.31" 35.5 3.32 14123 9.31% 24.33% 23299111 271 .10111
10131133 05 90105 23.2m Loss 0.75 214 5.33% 57.33% 20 .31 111 -24 25111
1113135151☜; CS E☁ ☁21 9125M 21.3 3.25 2274 17.53% 35.39% 21.35111 23.24111
Tom☜ SP Et1) 212.2111 9.3 1.03 1 1 52 15.24% 2.99% 21.70111 20.70111

TraceQWWE ☁35 ~2 214.7111 3.3 0.33 772 15.57% 19.14% 22.00111 22.30111
harms SP £0. 6 E|7.8m 20.9 2.74 520 4.00% «37.74% £0.74"! -E15.60m

Tm as 20.92 223.3111 7.1 0.44 370 7.35% 57.44% 21.35111 {31.50111
T113111 Gm") 05 23-17 2115.5111 33.5 4.79 1921 13.21% 33.73% 213132111 234.32111
0111", n 2°32 243'" Loss 0.32 55 0.00% 52.63% 20.43111 .2431111
11113318 cs 901☝ 9251'☜ Lou 25.43 37 21.43% -3222% 24.50m -20.70m
Vega em, as 51-30 93311!" Loss 0.93 1475 -1.37% 53.55% -2052m 53320111
wow, SP 90-☝ 55m" 0-7 0.39 329 21.05% 51.34% 21 mm 51.01111
Wm Imam 05 20.24 95% 13.3 0.39 470 4.34% 50.39% 50.43m 22433111
you,☜ 5,, 20.09 iii-Sm Loss 1.43 39 -27.66% 53.36% 2150111 23007111
Wm 5p 20.54 222.4111 33.11 5.93 1244 2022% 24.42% 23.1mm 23.40111
WHMWEWWH 5,; 20.09 23% Loss 0.24 69 -1429% 51.32% 50.33111 54242111
118,331..☜ 31.3mm) cs 23.23 21.033.0111 Loss 2.73 3397 7.73% 21.75% 273137111 221020m
m cs 20.33 210.2111 Loss 0.27 253 13.75% 53.55% 21 .60111 -235.70m
Xaem as 20.06 £1.9m L099 0.32 240 34.62% 56.67% 20.33111 53.75111

Nuke: Main SVSTEMHOUSE scs Index set 31 1000 on 151h April 1959. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the

laws price. The SOS Index is 1.9114713191111311; 3 change in the share price 01 1113 largest company has the same effect as a similar change 101 the smallest company.

Ca☁ogory Grades: 05: Computer Servicas SP = So ware Produd R = ResellerA = IT Agency 0 = Other
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SOANov-ot SCSI Ind-x 497249
ALL INDICES RISE FOR A (mime--

lichMANKI D (☜Lin

FTSE☁DD 520360

FISE AIM 598 inSECOND MONTH magnum. m☜.
men-nee In twe- seal ' mummy nu rr 1' in? ' " Fri! 'I

For the second month In a row, all our indices Wu m7 7 "'9 '☜WAWM' hula-J

have managed an increase. Our own SCS Index gyfg wggmm $53: 'm'☜ mm W0" "136*m D! .
rose by 16.3%, whilst the FTSE IT 808 Index rose :"W m":mm . .r. .
by 14.9%. The S/ITS (software and IT services) Emmi-"g WWrum . .n .
stocks seem to be recovering better than the rest - Fm" "IN-"9☁ ☜97M ☁52?☜ ☜a☝

. I From utJIn 95 R31 86$ d975$ «855%

the FTSE100 managed only a 33% Increase In the :«myij-ngg figs: 23:: $2: 432;: '63::
mm n .n I .e .I

month☁ meumnea «saw; «was mass 4wa -9s7x .1215;
FR) 1 L1 as sums 415498 £1558 4872☜ 11.79% 6252056

All categories of S/|TS companies saw an Fm:1:|d::00 assess 449m 402m Jams 23m 4325*
I r I V 4 melliJnnol 4pm; 4537* 414856 64.51% anus 4550's
Increase In than average share games The IT serVIces

companies fared the best with a 34% increase. End oeroi Mmiilnce uwi'iuic'm "Mines vagina. mm
. J .1 .I 39,. I.I 00,,1 Di,_

closely followed by the resellers (none of thch saw gym,☜ House, ☜Isa☝ ☜5;; 1:53:33; ☁51:;
' ☁ ☁ IT Sta" Agencies -65 0% 681% ~63 6% 42.0%a decrease In share price), Even the IT Staff AgenCIes Resell☜ 29 7% 373% 416% '12☜

- WIth theIr average share price 60% lower than in Salim-«e Products ☜03% 88 3% tit-7% ☁67-'96
, Halway InIemaI Index 22l.1% some 42.5%

Jan 99 - saw an Increase Of 7%. Holway scs Index 618% 28.2% 656% «areas

 

Leading the risers this month was Affinity

Internet Holdings. We have watched with interest as this company's share
   price has steadily increased this month. It nished the month up 319% and we h Erramm P

are still none the wiser as to the reason. A fellow internet services company. ☁ In November's SVSTEMHOUSEtherewas
~ g - - A r I an error in the PSR Ratio column of the (IInternet☁BusIness Group, also saw a hefty 240/e Increase In Its share prIce, {I SCS Share Prices and Cephalismbn ☜we 1:

albeIt to Just 4p. Could there be a merger In the an? on Page: 18-19, It anyone would like the I.
(I amended spreadsheet sent to them. please
☁I e-mall glotooleaovumhaMaycom

The biggest fallers were Myratech.net, "systems integrators to the small

and medium business sector☝, down 63% to 3p, and Cedar Group down 1☁;

41% to 14p. L r 7 w r. r

:3

 

ORDER FORM FROM:
2001 ITSA MARKET SERVICE .
Usingle User Licence 6 [2950 DELIVERY ADDRESS

2001 e-BUSINESS SERVICES REPORT
ElMasIer copy a 21750

2001 HOLWAY REPORT
DContinuous Service incl. SYSTEMHOUSE and

Hotnews (single user) 6 £6000+VAT
D2001 Hotway Report Industry Report Only 622500

(Many other packages on request)

SYSTEMHOUSE (incl. Hotnews access)
DOne year's subscription 6 £495 pa
D's - copy erbsaiption' o 5:990 p.a.

Electronic versions are available

UK PUBLIC SECTOR: OPPORTUNITIES FOR IT SERVICES
DMaster copy a 22000

E-LEARNING AND THE UK IT TRAINING MARKET
DMastar Copy a 22000

Ucheque enclosed (cheque payable to Ovum Ltd.) [Please invoice my company

Address: Ovum Hotway, 2 Georges Yard, Famham, Surrey, Gus 7LW Phone: 01252 740900 F ': b1252 740919 an .niar☁

 

SIGNED: DATE:

svs☁reuuauo Ismmby(Mm HoMay, 2, SI, Gauges Yard. Fm☜, Sway (3)9 7va. Tdedima 01252 740900, Fax 01252 740919. E-melnmetndowunmaym
Mimusoptmeesmm 'HoNI/ay Hagarandme-Soiiwaremc«nmmsmIeesmmhzuopeaepm.w:nuwwmsmmmaanmhmmmed
o 2001 Ovun Limited. The inmauon contained in ma ptuIceiIon maynot be iepvodbedwimcu thewrlttm permIseon attenuators. Wlel every sale has beentaken II: we
the acancy oI me lnloimallon contained In IIIIs doounent, me Mlshevs Cami he hetd responsibie Ier any anus or any oonseqims mereoi. absorbers are cruised to lake
Independent alt/ch before taking any action. SYSTEMHOUSEOIS a registered trademark 0! Own Limilad.


